
ACTIFERM

Broad spectrum

nutritional

complement,

Complete 

fermentation 

activator

Contributes to the 

development of 

lactic acid bacteria

Promotes the triggering of malolactic fermentation at the end of alcoholic fermentation, 

whether spontaneous or induced by the use of selected starters.

DOSAGE

20 to 60 g/hL during yeast inoculation depending 

on must quality.

Maximum legal dose according to current European 

regulations: 60 g/hL.

PACKAGING

STORAGE

Store unopened, sealed packaging away from light in a 

dry, odour-free environment.

Once opened use rapidly.

The information provided above is based on our current state of knowledge. This information is non-binding and without guarantee, since the 

conditions of use are beyond our control. It does not release the user from complying with existing legislation and safety data. This document is 

the property of SOFRALAB and may not be modified without its agreement.
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The nutrients required by yeasts exist

naturally in the harvest, but variations in

climate (maturity) or health (Botrytis

cinerea) that the vine undergoes may, in

some years, considerably reduce their

content: In the event of deficiency,

particularly in vitamins and trace

elements, which are essential albeit in

small quantities, the yeasts will suffer from

dietary deficiency, while fermentations will

lack vigour and be difficult to terminate.

With ACTIFERM, MARTIN VIALATTE®

provides a complete fermentation

activator: ACTIFERM includes all the

vitamin and trace elements that the yeast

needs, eliminating limiting factors caused

by the absence or insufficiency of these

qualitatively important and essential

elements.

GOOD TO KNOW!



INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Precautions for use:

Product for oenological and specifically professional use.

Use in accordance with current regulations.
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Dissolve 1 kg of ACTIFERM in approximately 10 L of must (immediately soluble). 

Add at yeast inoculation, on rehydrated yeasts or directly to the must.

Carry out a pump-over (ensures mixing).

To restart fermentation: add ACTIFERM to the refermentation starter.

OENOLOGICAL GOALS

In order to ensure that fermentation proceeds smoothly, ACTIFERM provides a number of 

key elements for yeast populations:

• Vitamin B1 (thiamine), required for growth and multiplication of yeasts,

• Inorganic nitrogen in the form of ammonium sulfate and phosphate, a form of nitrogen 

particularly accessible to yeasts.

• Organic nitrogen (oligopeptides, amino acids), vitamins (B1, B3, B5, B2, C, E) and 

trace elements (phosphorus, calcium, metals) in the form of yeast inactivated by heat 

and spray dried. These inert yeasts are subjected to strict microbiological controls. They 

are naturally rich in vitamins and contain a high concentration of high-quality proteins. 

Moreover, the membranes of these yeasts have a beneficial effect by binding toxic fatty 

acids produced during fermentation.

• Cellulose, which plays a role as a support and detoxifying agent, contributes to the 

regularization of fermentation activity by binding and adsorbing yeast on the surface of 

microparticles.
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